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Surface phonons and CH vibrational modes of diamond (100) and (111)surfaces
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The surface phonons and CH vibrational structure of diamond (100) and (111)surfaces have been ex-
amined using high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy. Experimental phonon features of
(2X 1)-reconstructed diamond surfaces [H-free (100) and partially H-terminated (111)j agree well with
scaled phonon frequencies of theoretically predicted modes for similarly reconstructed silicon surfaces.
Several modes not detected on silicon surfaces are observed on diamond surfaces, in agreement with
scaled theoretical calculations. Vibrational spectra from hydrogen-terminated diamond (1X1) surfaces
reveal several types of CH species, including sp' hybridized methyl and methylene groups, and olefinic

(sp hybridized) methylene groups. On heating to —1473 K, hydrogen desorbs readily from the (100)
surface. Complete removal of hydrogen from the (111)surface by repeated annealing to —1473 K was
impossible, although (2 X 1) reconstruction had already occurred.

I. INTRODUCTION

Until a few years ago, interest in diamond single-
crystal surfaces was predicated on their structural simi-
larity to silicon. Most of the earlier studies of these dia-
mond surfaces' were thus aimed at gathering more infor-
mation about silicon surfaces. With the recent demon-
stration that diamond thin films can be synthesized at a
high rate, allowing significant technological potential,
surface-science interest is now redirected to the diamond
surface itself.

Previous studies have shown that surfaces of diamond
are normally terminated by hydrogen, ' which stabi-
lizes the simple truncated-bulk surface structure of
(1 X 1) symmetry via interaction with the dangling bonds
of the surface carbon atoms. Hydrogen begins desorbing
from the surfaces at ~ 1273 K, and the resulting surfaces
reconstruct to achieve a (2X1) symmetry. ' Using
high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy
(HREELS), Waclawski et al. measured the vibrational
spectrum of the diamond (111) surface, and provided
direct evidence that this surface is terminated by hydro-
gen. Hamza and co-workers ' used time-of-Bight mass
spectrometry to study the hydrogen desorption process
from diamond (100) and (111) surfaces and the accom-
panying surface reconstruction. In spite of these studies,
a clear picture of the types of CH„species existing on
hydrogen-terminated diamond surfaces is not presently
available. To our knowledge, surface phonons of dia-
mond have not been observed previously. In light of the
great interest concerning silicon surface reconstructions
and the usefulness of HREELS to probe optically active
surface phonons, diamond studies merit attention. Dia-
mond surface phonon studies should provide additional
interesting data for understanding semiconductor sur-
faces and for comparison with future theoretical calcula-
tions of phonons on diamond surfaces.

Diamond films can be routinely grown at a high rate by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD), using a
gas mixture of hydrocarbon (typically methane) highly di-

luted with hydrogen. The hydrogen-terminated dia-
mond surface plays a major role in diamond growth by
CVD. In the presence of atomic hydrogen, diamond
growth rather than graphite deposition becomes the pri-
mary process. Aside from its ability to preferentially etch
graphite, hydrogen atoms are also known to stabilize the
diamond surface by tying up the dangling bonds of car-
bon, as well as promoting sp hybridization of carbon.
Ironically, as much as it is needed, hydrogen eventually
has to desorb from the surface to allow for continued dia-
mond growth by CVD. Questions such as why diamond
grows best on (100) diamond surfaces, how the structure
of H-terminated diamond surfaces a6'ects diamond
growth, how hydrogen desorbs from and bonds to dia-
mond surfaces, are all important for understanding dia-
mond growth processes. An understanding of the dia-
mond surface structure and chemisorption processes
occurring at the surfaces may provide insight into these
questions. This paper addresses a number of these ques-
tions. We provide evidence for surface phonon modes in-
trinsic to the diamond (100) and (111) crystals and the
presence of aliphatic and olefinic CH„species on the
respective hydrogen-terminated surfaces.

II. EXPERIMENT

Three 4 X4 X0.25 mm diamond crystals polished,
cleaned, and supplied by Drukker International were
used in this study. These crystals are, respectively, type-
IIa (100), -IIb (100) (boron doped and semiconducting),
and -IIa (111) diamond. Before loading into vacuum,
each crystal was boiled for a few minutes in a 1:1:1solu-
tion of HNO3-HC104-HzSO4, rinsed in distilled water,
washed in acetone, then ethanol, and finally blown dry
with nitrogen. Samples were loaded into ultrahigh vacu-
um (UHV) through a sample transfer chamber, previous-
ly described. The high-resolution electron-energy-loss
and low-energy-electron-diff'raction (LEED) measure-
ments were performed using a Vacuum generators
ESCALAB system with a base pressure of rnid 10
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Torr. All measurements were performed with the sample
at room temperature. The energy resolution, as mea-
sured by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
elastic peak, was approximately 10 meV, and the loss
spectra were recorded in the spec ular mode with a
scattering angle of 90 . Electron energies were typically 5
eV. Vacuum heating was done by wrapping the diamond
crystal in a tantalum foil heater. Temperature measure-
ment was obtained by a combination of an optical pyrom-
eter and an ¹ype thermocouple, spot welded behind the
Ta foil. Hydrogen atom dosing was accomplished by
placing the diamond crystal 2 cm in front of a tungsten
filament heated in a 10 -Torr hydrogen ambient.

Deconvolution techniques in HREELS have become
important and successful toward understanding chem-
isorption phenomena on oxide surfaces, ' '" correlating
surface phonon spectra with dielectric theory calcula-
tions, and analyzing polymer surface scattering. ' ' We
use a deconvolution resolution enhancement method,
based upon the nonlinear predictor method of maximum
likelihood, ' to generate from the electron-energy-loss
spectrum a schematic display of spectral components
which provides a concise means of discussing the CH vi-
brational data. The referenced applications have shown
that accurate additional information about HREEL data
can be obtained, because the instrumental convolution
function provided by the elastic peak is always available
for each reAection energy-loss spectrum.

study, and energy resolution did not appear to be
significantly affected by the insulating properties of dia-
mond. Typical energy-loss spectra of diamond surfaces,
obtained after several heating cycles to 1473 K in UHV,
are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for (100)-(2X1) and
(111)-(2X1) surfaces, respectively. These spectra were
recorded when they showed no changes upon further
high-temperature heating cycles. Those vibrational
features that persist and do not diminish with continued
heating cycles (i.e., decreasing surface hydrogen) were at-
tributed to intrinsic diamond behavior. In the case of the
(100) surface, all hydrogen was desorbed and identical
spectra were observed for both type-IIa and -IIb dia-
monds, indicating that the boron dopant caused no
changes in the energy-loss spectrum. Although a small
amount of residual hydrogen could not be eliminated
from the (111) surface upon annealing to —1473 K, the
development of the intrinsic vibrational structure was
similar to that of the (100) surface. Although we cannot
be certain that subtraction of residual CH features will
produce only the intrinsic structure, we do it to more
clearly show the diamond (111) intrinsic loss features in
Fig. 1(c). We interpret the electron-energy-loss features
from the annealed, reconstructed diamond surfaces to be
associated with intrinsic surface phonon excitations. The
(100)-(2X1) surface exhibits three phonon bands at 87
(700 cm '), 126 (1015 cm '), and 152 (1225 cm ') meV.
The (111)-(2X 1) surface shows clearly two phonon bands

III. RESULTS

A. Low-energy electron diffraction and Auger characterization

Most of the diamond surfaces exhibited a faint (1X1)
LEED pattern after loading in vacuum. Nonetheless, a
well-defined (1X1) LEED pattern was always obtained
after the diamond surface was heated to 1023 K. Upon
heating the surfaces to —1473 K, the (1X 1) LEED pat-
terns of (100) and (111)diamond surfaces both changed to
an apparent (2 X 2) symmetry. This observation is in
agreement with previous reports' ' that both (100)
and (111) surfaces exhibit a (2X1) reconstruction upon
hydrogen desorption. The observed (2X2) LEED pat-
tern of the (100) surface is a superposition of two rotated
domains of (2X1) symmetry, while the observed (2X2)
pattern of the (111) surface results from three rotated
domains of (2X1) symmetry. ' These annealed, recon-
structed (2 X 2)-(2X 1) surfaces can be reversibly convert-
ed to (1 X 1) symmetry by atomic hydrogen dosing.

Diamond surfaces were also examined using Auger
electron spectroscopy. Our carbon (XVV) Auger line
shapes for hydrogen-free (100)-(2X1) and partially H-
terminated (111)-(2X1)diamond surfaces are similar to
those attributable to clean diamond surfaces by Pate' and
Lurie and Wilson. Further evidences from HREELS
phonon structure and correlations with scaled theoretical
calculations for reconstructed silicon surfaces will argue
against graphite-related modes.
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B. Electron-energy losses due to diamond surface phonons

Vibrational electron-energy-loss spectra could be readi-
ly measured from all the diamond samples used in this

FIG. 1. Vibrational energy-loss spectra of (a) (100)-(2X1)
and (b) (111)-(2X1) diamond surfaces, which were obtained
after several cycles of annealing to 1473 K. (c) Spectrum b with
CH vibrational structure removed.
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at 92 (740 cm ') and 153 (1235 cm ') meV and possibly
a third band at —120 meV (970 cm '). The positive
identification of the 120-meV band is precluded by the in-
terference from the remnant CH vibrations. The feature
near 300 meV for both surfaces is attributable to a rnulti-
ple loss of the —150-meV band.

The 153-meV (1235-cm ') phonon feature of the (111)
surface is complicated by the CH vibrational excitations
arising from hydrogen remaining on the surface. It was
not possible to completely remove hydrogen from the
(111)surface even after repeated heating to —1473 K, as
indicated by the persistent presence of a weak CH
stretching vibration near 363 meV (2930 cm '). Hydro-
gen presence is clearly evident in Fig. 1(b), which
represents the least amount of hydrogen that remains on
the (111) surface after repeated heating cycles. Because
of the remaining hydrogen, the 153-meV phonon loss
peak of the (111) surface derives some intensity, particu-
larly on the higher-energy-loss side, from CH deforma-
tion modes. In contrast to the (111)surface, the (100) di-
amond surface is more easily cleaned of hydrogen, as
readily manifested by the lack of any CH stretch vibra-
tions near 360 meV [Fig. 1(a)]. We note further that for
both surfaces the intensity of the lowest-energy phonon
feature increases relative to that of the high-energy pho-
non feature with a decreasing amount of hydrogen on the
surface. Our loss spectra show no large inelastic continu-
um with a Drude-type tail, as described previously.

lowed by dosing with atomic hydrogen. This similarity
can be interpreted to mean that the adsorbed hydrocar-
bons and water are readily desorbed by 923 K, ' and the
moderately annealed diamond surface more closely
resembles a purely hydrogen-terminated surface.

The UHV-formed hydrogen-terminated diamond sur-
faces were prepared by first desorbing hydrogen from the
as-loaded diamond surfaces by annealing to —1473 K,
whereupon the surface reconstructed to (2X2)-(2X1)
symmetry. The amount of surface hydrogen was moni-
tored by the intensity of the CH stretch bands near 363
meV (2930 cm '). Once the intensity of this band
reached a negligible [e.g., on the (100) surface] or steady-
state level [e.g., on the (111) surface], the diamond sur-
face was then dosed with atomic hydrogen. Hydrogen
dosing converted the LEED pattern to (1 X 1) from the
reconstructed (2 X2)-(2 X 1) pattern. The energy-loss
spectra obtained from these hydrogen-terminated dia-
mond surfaces are displayed in Fig. 3. Histograms of
deconvoluted dominant bands are shown for each spec-
trum to provide a concise means for the discussion of re-
sults. The spectra of the diamond (100)-(1X1)-H and
(111)-(1X 1)-H surfaces show multiple vibrational modes
between 93 (750 cm ') and 181 (1460 cm ') meV, and
overlapping CH stretch modes in the region near 363
meV (2850—3070 cm ').

The hydrogen-terminated vibrational spectra for both

C. Vibrational energy losses
on hydrogen-terminated diamond surfaces

The gross features of the energy-loss spectra obtained
from all as-loaded diamond surfaces were generally simi-
lar, albeit there were slight differences among spectra in
the intensity profiles of the energy-loss bands [see Figs.
2(a) and 2(b)]. Such differences are attributable to slight
variations in surface hydrogen and hydrocarbon concen-
trations and are understandable in view of the uncon-
trolled conditions under which the diamond surfaces
were exposed before UHV cleaning. In spite of the slight
variations, several features common to all spectra are
worth noting. Analysis of energy losses from all diamond
surfaces following etching, rinsing, and introduction into
the spectrometer chamber always showed a broadband
between 80 (650 cm ') and 210 (1690 cm ') meV, and an
intense peak near 363 meV (2930 cm ), most likely indi-
cative of both hydrogen termination and hydrocarbon ad-
sorption. Photoemission, Auger, and HREEL spectros-
copies showed that no inorganic impurities were detected
on the as-loaded diamond surfaces. For the as-loaded di-
amond (100) surface annealed to 423 K, we thus attribute
the energy-loss signals to the vibrational excitations of
the surface species resulting from hydrogen termination
and weakly adsorbed hydrocarbon species on the dia-
mond surfaces. When the as-loaded diamond was heated
to 923 K, both the high and low vibrational bands nar-
rowed and became more defined, as exemplified in Fig.
2(c). The resulting spectrum became more similar to that
obtained from a hydrogen-terminated diamond surface
[Fig. 3(a)] prepared by thermal dehydrogenation, fol-
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FICx. 2. Vibrational energy-loss spectra of the (a) as-polished
and etched diamond (100)-(1X 1) surface after heating to 423 K
in UHV, (b) diamond (100)-(1X 1) surface after heating to 1473
K in UHV and storing in an unpumped high vacuum for several
days, and (c) diamond surface in (a) after heating to 923 K.
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diamond surfaces provide sufhcient detail to make several
meaningful comparisons as to the observed differences in
the spectral components as a function of surface orienta-
tion, with or without deconvolution methods. Here, we
use the results of spectral deconvolution to discuss the re-
sults more concisely. The efficacy of this type of analysis
has been documented. ' In the CH stretching region,
the broadness and asymmetry of the features indicate a
distribution of modes attributable to various CH„-type
species, aliphatic (sp hybridized) and olefinic (sp hybrid-

FICx. 3. Vibrational energy-loss spectra of the (a) (100)-(1X 1)
H-terminated and (b) (111)-(1X1)H-terminated diamond sur-
faces after heating to 1473 K and subsequent atomic hydrogen
dosing. Histograms represent CH vibrational modes assigned
from the deconvolution of the spectra.

ized). Hydrogen-terminated diamond (100) surfaces show
CH„stretching modes near 350 (2820 cm '), —361 (2915
cm ') broadband, 374 (3010 cm '), and 381 (3070 cm ')
meV. For hydrogen-terminated diamond (111) surfaces
we observe CH stretch modes near 353 (2850 cm '),
—363 (2930 cm ') broadband, 372 (3000 cm '), and 381
(3070 cm ) meV. Without deconvolution, it is apparent
that the CH stretch region for the hydrogen-terminated
diamond (100) surface is substantially narrower than it is
for the hydrogen-terminated (111) surface in agreement
with the histograms. It is apparent that the additional
broadness on H-diamond (111)extends above 3000 cm
indicative of olefinic CH stretch modes. We also observe

significant intensity in the CH„deformation and wag re-
gions of the loss spectra, indicating that multiple hydro-
gens (e.g., —CH2, —CH3) terminate the diamond surface.
Again the majority of relevant bands can be discerned
visually, and taking into account the energy-loss back-
grounds in Fig. 3, an estimate of relative intensities can
be made. We use spectral deconvolution as an aid to
eliminate bias. CH deformation modes for the H-
diamond (100) surface are observed near 125, (1005
cm '), 153 (1235 cm '), 162 (1300 cm '), and 181 (1460
cm ') meV. On the H-diamond (111)surface these CH„
deformation modes occur near 93 (750 cm '), 132 (1060
cm '), 165 (1330 cm '), 179 (1445 cm '), and 198 (1600
cm ') meV. While the majority of the observed modes
for both surfaces are quite similar in frequency, there ex-
ist major differences in the intensities of several modes.
The intense —1450-cm ' mode on the H-diamond (111)
surface is accompanied by low-intensity features near
1600 and 750 cm '. On the H-diamond (100) surface,
the 1450-cm ' mode is weak with no accompanying peak
near 1600 cm ' and very little intensity near 750 cm
The broad mode near 1235 cm ' on the H-diamond (100)
surface is not resolved on the H-diamond (111) surface.
These differences in hydrogen-associated vibrational
bands suggest that the concentrations of different ter-
mination groups vary between the two surface orienta-
tions.

Table I provides a summary of the estimated CH vibra-
tional mode frequencies and their assignments, based on
frequencies determined by spectral deconvolution. A
qualitative measure of the deconvoluted band intensities

TABLE I. Frequencies in meV (cm ') of energy-loss peaks due to CH vibrations on diamond (100)
and (111)surfaces obtained by spectral deconvolution and shown as histograms in Fig. 3.

(100)

381 (3070)
374 (3010)

-361 (2915)
350 (2820)

381 (3070)
372 (3000)

—363 (2930)
353 (2850)

Assignment

asymmetric olefinic CH stretch
symmetric olefinic CH stretch
asymmetric aliphatic CH stretch
symmetric aliphatic CH stretch

181 (1460)
162 (1300)
153 (1235)
125 (1005)

198 (1600)
179 (1445)
165 (1330)

132 (1060)
93 (750)

C=C stretch
aliphatic and olefinic CH deformation—CH3 deformation
tertiary bonded CH rock
mixed mode CH rock and C—C stretch
olefinic =CH2 wag and aliphatic —CH2 rock
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is provided by the histogram intensities in Fig. 3. The as-
signment of nearly identical vibrational frequencies for
both surfaces and their correlations with expected group
frequencies (cf. Sec. IV B) provide confidence in the
deconvolution procedure. The loss feature near 305 meV
(2460 cm ') appearing most strongly on the H-
terminated (100) surface is attributable to a multiple loss
of the strong 150—155-meV (1210—1250-cm ') CH defor-
mation Inode region. We do not have an explanation for
the weakness of this multiple loss feature on the H-
diamond (111)surface.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

Electron-energy-loss spectra have been measured on
clean diamond (111)-(2X1)surfaces by Waclawski et al.
They were unable to observe phonon excitations, al-
though they did observe a small feature near 170 meV
(1370 cm '), which they suggested to be a carbon-carbon
loss. Waclawski et a/. instead observed an inelastic con-
tinuum with a Drude-type tail to the loss side of the elas-
tic peak, which they attributed as resulting from a two-
dimensional metallic behavior of the dangling-bond sur-
face states on the diamond (111)-(2X1) surface. We be-
lieve that insufficient energy resolution and a high inelas-
tic background near the elastic peak made it difficult for
Waclawski et aI. to detect the phonon modes. In the
present study, for both reconstructed diamond (100) and
(111) surfaces, the intrinsic phonon modes on diamond
surfaces were quite easily observed. We do not find a
large broadening of the elastic peak or the severe Drude-
type tail upon desorption of hydrogen from the
hydrogen-terminated surfaces. We attribute our success
in recording the surface phonons to the higher-energy
resolution, i.e., &10 meV, that was achievable in our
measurements. Aside from the instrumental resolution,
the achievable resolution on a highly insulating type-IIA
diamond (its bulk resistivity is as high as 10' Qcm),
without the need of charge neutralization, is further al-
lowed by a high surface conductivity. The conductivity
derives from a high density of surface defects, which
inevitably exist on a polished diamond surface.

A. Diamond surface yhonons

Both diamond and silicon are characterized by
fourfold-coordinated sp bonding of 0& symmetry.
Based upon the symmetry of the bulk crystal structure,
these materials have no polarization, and hence no dipole
field associated with long-wavelength phonons. Howev-
er, at the surface this restriction is relaxed. Thus, Ibach'
detected a phonon excitation at -56 meV on the silicon
(111)-(2X1) surface, and attributed this excitation to
strong interaction of low-energy electrons with surface
phonons. More recent experimental observations place
the mode closer to 58 meV. ' Initially, justification for
strong dipole interactions was that the two atoms in the
unit cell of silicon are in different positions with respect
to the surface, creating an effective ionic charge. More
recent theoretical studies of the surface phonon modes in
silicon have indicated that surface reconstruction is re-
sponsible for the strong dipolar character of the observed

surface phonon mode. Because clean diamond surfaces
exhibit similar reconstruction (2X1) to those known for
clean Si surfaces, it may thus be expected that the surface
phonon modes of diamond and silicon should be correlat-
ed. The diamond phonon modes may be estimated by an
appropriate scaling of those for silicon. Such a procedure
has been used by Shroder, Nemanich, and Glass' in scal-
ing the bulk density of states of amorphous silicon to
model that of amorphous diamondlike materials. In view
of the lack of experimental and theoretical work on the
surface phonons of diamond, we will draw heavily from
information about silicon surfaces in discussing and un-
derstanding the present results.

Let us first discuss the phonon modes for the diamond
(111)-(2X1) surface that correlate with experimentally
determined surface phonons for Si. Experimentally, a
single strong dipole-active phonon band near 58 meV has
been observed by HREELS on the clean Si (111)-(2X1)
surface. ' '' Using this silicon phonon energy and the
scaling factor (2.56) derived from the ratio of first-order
Raman modes of the crystalline form of silicon and dia-
mond [Si=64.5 meV (520 cm '); diamond=165. 1 meV
(1333 cm ')], we obtain the corresponding surface pho-
non of diamond at 149 meV. This value agrees remark-
ably well with our observed diamond phonon band at 153
meV. The agreement lends support to our interpretation
that the observed energy-loss feature is associated with
surface phonon excitations. An acoustic-phonon excita-
tion on the silicon (111)-(2X1) surface has been mea-
sured at 10 meV by He-atom inelastic scattering. '

HREELS has not detected this low-energy mode,
presumably due to the interference from the strong
diffuse elastic intensity. The corresponding phonon exci-
tation on the diamond (111)-(2X1) surface estimated
from scaling is at 25.6 meV, which is not evident in our
spectrum, most likely also due to interference from the
tailing of the elastic peak.

The structure of the silicon (111) surface has been ex-
tensively studied. Both experimental' ' and theoreti-
cal ' studies have provided expanding evidence favor-
ing the ~-bonded chain model proposed by Pandey as
the structure of the reconstructed silicon (111)-(2X1)
surface. This model involves the formation of m-bonded
chains of silicon atoms oriented along one of three
equivalent [110]directions of the surface plane. For the
reconstructed diamond (111)-(2X1) surface the vr-bonded
chain model is also the preferred structure deduced from
the ion scattering ' and two-photon photoelectron spec-
troscopy studies. A number of theoretical studies
are available on the phonons of the silicon (111)-(2X1)
surface based on the m.-bonded chain model. Further
support for assignment of surface phonon modes on the
diamond (111)-(2X1) surface can be made based upon
these silicon (111)-(2X1)phonon calculations. To com-
pare the calculations with the HREEL results on dia-
mond, we again scale the silicon results. The scaled pho-
non data of silicon (111)-(2X1)calculated by Alerhand
and co-workers ' and Miglio et al. are displayed in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. For ease of comparison,
we use the scaled surface phonon density of states for the
silicon (111)-(2X 1) surface obtained by Alerhand, Allan
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FICz. 4. (a) Vibrational energy-loss spectra of the (111)-(2X 1)
diamond surface with CH vibrational structure removed [same
as Fig. 1(c)]. Scaled silicon (111)-(2X 1) theoretical surface pho-
non data from Ref. 30 (b) and Ref. 32 (c). (d) Experimentally
derived infrared one-phonon density of states for bulk diamond
from Ref. 46.

and Mele. Both of the theoretical phonon spectra were
obtained from the discrete vibrational features by convo-
lution with a Lorentzian with a FWHM of 5 meV, which,
after scaling, is comparable to the 8—12-meV energy reso-
lution used to record our loss spectra. These calculations
were done using the tight-binding theory and bond-
charge model by Aler hand and co-workers ' and
Miglio and co-workers, ' respectively. Despite the
different calculational schemes, the results from both cal-
culations are quite similar. They show that the a-bonded
chain model of the silicon (111)-(2X1) surface is capable
of providing a very straightforward explanation for the
observation of the strong dipole-active phonon at 58 meV
by HREELS (Refs. 16 and 17) and the dispersionless pho-
non band at 10 meV by He ion scattering. ' In addition,
both calculations show that the phonon density exhibits
three major regions at 5 —23, 23—39, and 45 —70 meV (i.e.,
after scaling, they become 13—60, 60—100, and 115—180
meV in Fig. 4), respectively. The experimental phonon
bands at 10 and 58 meV on a silicon (111)-(2X1) surface
are thus satisfactorily reproduced as the strongest pho-
non peaks that fall, respectively, in the lowest- and
highest-energy region in the calculated phonon density of
states. However, the calculated phonons at 23 —39 meV
have not been detected or resolved in HREEL spectra
due probably to the large diffuse elastic intensity, as sug-

gested by Miglio et al. In the case of diamond, the
phonon bands are expected to be more accessible to
HREEL detection, because carbon is less massive than
silicon, and hence the corresponding phonon modes in di-
amond are shifted to higher energy. This is, in fact,
borne out in the experiment [Fig. 4(a)], which shows that
two distinct phonon bands are observed at 92 and 153
meV. These two bands are reproduced in the theoretical
scaled silicon phonon spectrum and estimated to fall in
the energy regions of 60—100 and 115—180 meV, respec-
tively. The asymmetry and width of the 153-meV experi-
mental phonon band suggest more than one phonon
mode is involved with this band, which is consistent with
the multiple phonon features predicted in this energy re-
gion by the calculations. Compared to the scaled spec-
trum, it is logical to interpret the 153-meV band of dia-
mond to be the equivalent of the intense dipole-active
band of silicon at 58 meV. An important phonon mode
pointed out by Alerhand, Allan, and Mele is a rocking
mode at 34 meV on the Si (111)-(2X1) surface. This
scales to 87 meV (700 cm ') for diamond. Our 92-meV
(740-cm ') feature appears to be this mode.

Let us now turn to the phonon spectrum of the dia-
mond (100)-(2X1) surface, which is displayed in Fig.
l(a). It consists of two major features at 87 meV (700
cm ') and 152 meV (1225 cm '), and a weak feature at
126 meV (1015 cm ') that can be successfully resolved
using deconvolution techniques, as previously discussed.
Again, we refer to the existing knowledge of phonons on
the silicon (100)-(2X1) surface. Unlike the extensively
studied silicon (111)-(2X 1) surface, no phonons have been
observed on the silicon (100)-(2X1) surface. Although
an energy-loss band at 111 meV has been detected on the
reconstructed silicon (100)-(2X 1) surface, ' the nature
of this excitation is not certain, but has been attributed to
intrinsic surface defects. In contrast to the lack of pho-
non modes detected on the silicon (100)-(2X1) surface,
the richness of the surface phonon spectrum of the corre-
sponding diamond surface as revealed by HREELS is
unexpected.

The ideal silicon (100) surface is terminated by silicon
atoms with two dangling bonds. Reducing these unsa-
turated dangling bonds provides the driving force for the
reconstruction at the surface. The standard model of the
reconstructed silicon (100) surface involves the formation
of tilted surface dimers. ' Using this model and tight-
binding theory, Mele and co-workers and Mazur
and Pollmann have calculated the surface vibrational
excitations for Si (100)-(2X 1). The calculations showed
that three surface phonons at 25, 44, and 61 meV at the
K point of the surface Brillouin zone are of particular in-
terest, as they were predicted to be infrared active and
should be accessible to HREEL detection. The first or
lowest-energy vibrational mode involves a nearly pure
rocking of the surface dimer. The second or medium-
energy mode involves a swinging of alternate surface di-
mers 180' out of phase. The third or highest-energy
mode has the largest amplitude on a fully coordinated
subsurface atom at which the bond angles are distorted,
and the weakest amplitude on the top surface layer.
These energies when scaled become 67 (540 cm '), 113
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(910 cm '), and 156 (1260 cm ') meV for the corre-
sponding phonon modes in diamond. Our observed
energy-loss bands at 126 and 152 meV may be associated
with the calculated scaled phonon modes at 113 and 156
meV, respectively, while the calculated scaled phonon
mode at 67 meV may be associated with the energy-loss
feature observed at 87 meV [Fig. 1(a)].

The above discussion shows that the diamond phonons
estimated from a simple scaling of the corresponding cal-
culated phonons on silicon surfaces are in reasonable
agreement with the HREEL spectra for both diamond
(111)-(2X1) and (100)-(2X 1) surfaces. The agreement
may be surprising, particularly in view of the less satis-
factory agreement in the case of silicon, where, out of the
four phonon excitations predicted possible, only two were
observed on the silicon (111)-(2X1)surface by HREEL
and He ion-scattering experiments, and none on the sil-
icon (100)-(2X1) surface. The contrasting behavior in
the vibrational excitations on the diamond and silicon
surfaces suggests differences in the lattice dynamics
brought about by the less massive diamond lattice as well
as the possibility of additional surface defect features.
Although the (2X1) reconstructions of diamond are
similar to those of silicon, they are not identical. For ex-
ample, the degree of dimerization of the silicon (111) ~
bonded chains and the extent of relaxation are different.
We expect no major changes to our scaling treatment;
however, some modifications of the normal modes may
result. As a result, comparison with future theoretical
calculations of diamond surface phonons should provide
interesting opportunities for further investigations.

We wish to point out, in addition, that similarities exist
among the peak positions in the HREEL spectrum of the
diamond (111)-(2X1) surface, the scaled theoretical pho-
non modes, and the bulk one-phonon density of states of
diamond [Fig. 4(d)] derived from the infrared absorp-
tion. The agreement of the HREEL spectra for silicon
and diamond with theoretical silicon surface phonon
modes, unscaled and scaled, respectively, is expected
based on selection rules for HREEL measurements.
Some similarity of the HREELS diamond data and scaled
theoretical phonon modes with a bulk derived phonon
density of states may indicate that the defective nature of
the diamond surface is a contributing factor.

B. Hydrogen-terminated diamond surfaces

Waclawski et aI. measured the energy-loss spectrum
for the as-polished diamond (111)-(1X1)surface, as well
as for hydrogen adsorption on the clean diamond (111)-
(2 X 1 ) surface. By observing the isotope vibrational
shifts for the deuterium-terminated diamond surface,
they concluded that the observed energy-loss features
were due to CH vibrational excitations. A correspon-
dence of the loss spectrum with the infrared spectrum of
ethane led them to conclude that the hydrogen-covered
diamond (111) surface contained an appreciable number
of carbon atoms in the form of sp hybridized methyl
(—CH3) species rather than the singly bonded sp (—CH)
species. The latter moiety would have been the logical
candidate to be formed on an ideal, unreconstructed dia-

mond (111)-(1X 1) surface, since this surface is terminat-
ed with each surface carbon atom having a single, sp hy-
bridized dangling bond normal to the surface.
Waclawski et aI. gave three possible mechanisms for the
existence of methyl-group terminations, i.e., the presence
of surface defects, the corrosive action of hydrogen, and
the breakup of the ~-bonded chains by hydrogen absorp-
tion, so that the surface carbon atoms could end up hav-
ing three dangling bonds to form the —CH3 species.
Their constraints on energy resolution precluded any as-
signment of other hybridized CH vibrational modes.

Our loss spectrum of the diamond (111)-(1X 1)-H sur-
face is in general agreement with that reported by
Waclawski et al. , although our spectrum is better
resolved. For the two H-terminated diamond surfaces
studied, we observe multiple hydrogen-terminated carbon
atoms as exhibited by CH deformation modes. Howev-
er, it should be pointed out that the energy-loss spectrum
is also consistent with the simultaneous presence of vari-
ous —CH I 3-type species. In interpreting the loss
spectra we refer to the accepted CH vibrational frequen-
cies discussed in standard references. First, in the
CH stretch region (Fig. 3) the presence of a broadband
near 2920 cm ' and a discrete shoulder near 2830—2840
cm ' indicate a distribution of sp -type —CHz and—CH3 species for both surfaces. Nevertheless, the con-
tribution from the sp -type —CH species cannot be ruled
out. Vibrational modes above 3000 cm ' for both (100)
and (111) surfaces are clear indications of olefinic
( =CHz) CH stretch modes, which are higher in frequen-
cy than the CH stretching vibrations of the aliphatic—CH„, 3 groups. The H-diamond (111)surface shows
a slightly higher relative olefinic intensity versus the ali-
phatic intensity compared with the H-diamond (100) sur-
face; however, this could be coverage dependent. The
CH deformation region contrasts most clearly the
differences between the two diamond surfaces. On the
H-diamond (111) surface there is a weak feature near
1600 cm ' that can be attributed to a delocalized C= C
double bond. This feature is not apparent on the H-
diamond (100) surface. Along with the C=C feature is
an intense 1450-cm ' mode, a 1330-cm ' mode, and a
750-cm ' mode. The 1450- and 1330-cm ' bands are as-
signable as —CH3 deformation modes. However, the
1450-cm ' mode is also assignable to a —CHz deforma-
tion. Some part of the low-energy side of the 1450-cm
mode may be due to an olefinic =CHz deformation, as is
the 750-cm ' olefinic =CHz wag. On the H-diamond
(100) surface the 1460-cm ' mode is weak, and a broad-
band occurs at —1235 cm ' that cannot be ascertained
to be present on the H-diamond (111) surface. The
—1235-cm ' mode on the H-diamond (100) surface is
characteristic of tertiary-related CH rock vibrations that
mix with C—C stretch vibrations to produce bands near
1245, 1200, and 930 cm '. The —1300-cm ' band on
this surface may again be assigned to a —CH3 deforrna-
tion, as is part of the 1460-cm ' mode. The 1005-cm
mode on the (100) surface and the 1060-cm ' mode on
the (111) surface are assignable to mixed-mode CH rock
and C—C stretch vibrations. The drastic difference in in-
tensities for the deformation modes on the two diamond
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surfaces could be related to orientational ordering and to
possible orientation variations of terminal groups. We
thus interpret the major intensity differences as being
most probably dependent upon the bonding characteris-
tics of the surface carbon network and its orientations.
On the other hand, the similarity of both surfaces to ter-
minate in multiple CH„species (cf. Table I) suggests that
the nature of the bonding sites are not so different on the
two surfaces. This is understandable because, by virtue
of diamond polishing, the finished surfaces are highly de-
fective, thus diminishing the ideal surface behavior. In
this respect, diamond surfaces are in contrast to silicon or
other crystals whose ideal surfaces can be prepared more
easily by conventional methods for surface-science stud-
ies.

Reducing the number of unfavorable dangling bonds
provides the driving force for both clean (111)and (100)
diamond surfaces to reconstruct through pairing of the
dangling bonds of neighboring surface carbon atoms. As
a result, the diamond (111) surface adopts the n.-bonded
chain configuration and the (100) surface is terminated
with C—C dimers. ' Adsorption of hydrogen on the
reconstructed diamond surfaces, therefore, does not take
place with free dangling bonds, but rather involves the
breaking of carbon-carbon bonds with the subsequent
formation of C—H bonds. The rate-limiting step in the
formation of CH bonds is the replacement of an initial
C—C bond with a C—H bond. This is energetically
favorable, since the C—H bond energy (98.8 kcal/mol) is
larger than the C—C bond energy (83.1 kcal/mol).
From energy considerations alone, the conversion of
C—C bonds to C—H bonds should continue progressive-
ly, leading to the sequential formation of —CH, —CHz,—CH3, and eventually to CH4, which leaves the surface.
The reaction of hydrogen to breakup C—C bonds may be
mediated by several factors. Steric hindrance may act to
slow down or check the reaction of hydrogen with the
C—C bonds backbonded to the carbon subsurface layer.
On the other hand, surface defects such as vacancies,
which are inevitably present on diamond surfaces, may
facilitate C—H formation by providing more accessibili-
ty. It is worthwhile noting that existing silicon stud-
ies ' have already provided clear evidence for the coex-
istence of —SiH, —SiHz, and —SiH3 species on the
silicon (111)-(2X1) surfaces, showing that aggressive
behavior of hydrogen does occur on silicon, ' an analog
of diamond.

Our observation that olefinic carbon species exist on
the diamond surfaces may seem surprising. However,
olefinic carbon species have been shown to exist in bulk
type-I diamonds by optical-absorption studies. ' The
vibrational lines observed in the bulk diamond at 3107
and 1405 cm ' due to the CH stretch and deformation
modes, respectively, ' of the olefinic =CHz group, are
close in energy to the 3070- and 1330—1450-cm ' bands
found in the present HREEL spectra, thus rendering sup-
port to our interpretation. The presence of olefinic car-
bon species in bulk diamond were attributed to hydrogen
binding to the internal surfaces, such as the surfaces of
microscopic voids or to inclusion/diamond interfaces.
Microvoids or vacancy complexes are expected to exist

on diamond surfaces as a result of polishing, which inev-
itably gives rise to inherently defective surfaces after
preparation. Hydrogenated diamondlike carbon films
also have many properties in common with or similar to
diamond, because of their similar carbon-bonding charac-
teristics. In particular, both of them are expected to have
plentiful defects such as voids. Optical-absorption stud-
ies show that a combination of sp, sp, and sp' hybrid-
ized carbon atoms simultaneously exist in hydrogenated
diamondlike carbon films. Our observation that olefinic
CH species exist on the diamond surfaces is thus support-
ed by evidence that such species also exist in hydrogenat-
ed diamondlike films.

Despite the good agreement between the present and
previous HREEL data about the presence of multiple
CH, 3 species on diamond surfaces and the correlated
behavior for silicon surfaces, the nature of CH species
present on the hydrogen-terminated diamond (111)-
(1 X 1) surface deduced from the HREEL studies is, how-
ever, at variance with that from several other measure-
ments. Helium scattering and diffraction data as well as
the angular distribution of protons by electron stimula-
tion from H-diamond (111)-(1X1)surfaces suggested
that the surface carbon atoms were terminated with a sin-
gle hydrogen adatom, i.e., H on top sites. Recently, vi-
brational spectra of the H-diamond (111)-(1X1)surface
obtained by using infrared-visible sum-frequency genera-
tion showed a single sharp peak at -2830 cm ', which
was identified as the CH stretch from atomic hydrogen
adsorbed on top sites. Despite the support for simple hy-
drogen truncation of the bulk by proton desorption and
helium atom scattering, this model of single H on the
top sites simply cannot account for the energy-loss struc-
tures between 650 and 1690 cm ' in the HREEL spectra
(Fig. 3). The discrepancy among these investigations was
noted earlier but no explanation was given. ' Several
possible contributing factors to the discrepancy may be
hypothesized. For example, the measurement techniques
may have different sensitivity depending on the nature of
the CH species or vibrations. In addition, the diamond
samples or surfaces used in the studies may have been
different. It is apparent that hydrogen adsorption on dia-
mond surfaces is a complex reaction and that more work
is necessary to understand the adsorption process.

The low-energy band in the loss spectrum of the as-
loaded diamond surface [Fig. 2(a)] is distinctly different
from that in the spectrum obtained from the hydrogen-
dosed diamond-H surface previously heated to
1273—1473 K (Fig. 3). However, after heating to 923 K,
the energy-loss spectrum of the as-loaded diamond (100)
[Fig. 2(c)] became very similar to that of the hydrogen-
dosed diamond (100)-H surface [Fig. 3(a)]. It should be
pointed out that heating the diamond to 923 K did not
change the LEED pattern, showing that reconstruction
from (1X1)to (2X1) had not occurred. We interpreted
this to mean that as-loaded diamond surfaces are covered
with hydrocarbon impurity species. These species were
loosely bonded to the surface, and thus were readily
desorbed and/or they were converted to —CH
species on heating to a temperature considerably lower
than the temperature at which hydrogen begins to desorb
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from the —CH
& 3 species. On storing in an un-

pumped, high vacuum for extended intervals, the
energy-loss spectrum of the diamond (100)-H surfaces
[Fig. 2(b)] resembled that of the as-loaded diamond (100)
surface [Fig. 2(a)]. This observation implies that hydro-
carbon readily adsorbs on diamond surfaces, and that the
nature of hydrocarbon contamination on clean diamond
surfaces in vacuum is similar to that on the as-loaded dia-
mond surfaces.

It is informative to compare the present chemisorption
results with the previous studies of hydrogen desorption
from both diamond (111) and (100) surfaces. ' Hamza,
Kubiak, and Stulen reported that hydrogen could be
driven off to an undetectable level from the diamond
(111) surface, but not from the (100) surface. We ob-
served the opposite behavior for hydrogen removal from
these diamond surfaces. We note that the desorption
measurements of Hamza and co-workers ' monitored
hydrogen removed from the surface, while our HREEL
experiments measure hydrogen remaining on the surface.
Because of the difference in measurement methods,
several factors may contribute to the apparent discrepan-
cy. It is widely recognized that hydrogen is a major im-
purity in diamond. ' The diamond samples used by
Hamza and co-workers and in the present study may con-
tain different hydrogen impurity content in the bulk,
which together with hydrogen diffusion to the surface
during annealing may give rise to a varying amount of
surface hydrogen. Desorption measurement may be sen-
sitive to extraneous hydrogen desorbing from nonsample
surfaces, while H REELS only probes the surface-
adsorbed hydrogen on the sample. Thus, it is important
to ensure that during heating, hydrogen can only
emanate from the diamond surface in the desorption
measurement. Hydrogen removal from the diamond sur-
face is necessary for continued diamond growth during
the CVD process. The relative ease of hydrogen removal
from the diamond (100)-H surface in our results may
have some relevance to the fact that the best diamond
homoepitaxy growth by the CVD process occurs on the
(100) diamond surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The surface phonons on diamond (111)-(2X1) and
(100)-(2X 1) surfaces, which are almost free and totally
free of hydrogen, respectively, have been measured by
HREELS. The phonon spectra of the two diamond sur-
faces are qualitatively similar. At least three phonon loss
peaks are positively detected on the diamond (100) sur-
faces, whereas two phonon loss peaks are positively
detected on the diamond (111) surfaces. The measured
diamond surface phonon modes agree well with scaled
experimental and theoretical phonon modes of the corre-
sponding silicon surfaces. Several modes are detected on
diamond surfaces that have not been detected on the cor-
responding silicon surfaces. The ease of detection of dia-
mond surface phonons and the structural information
common to both diamond and silicon should serve to en-
courage future investigations, both experimental and
theoretical.

The features of the energy-loss spectra of the
hydrogen-dosed diamond (111)-(1X 1)-H and (100)-
( 1 X 1 )-H surfaces give evidence that the surfaces contain
carbon atoms bonded to multiple hydrogens. We propose
that coexistence of sp hybridized —CH, —CH2, and—CH3, as well as sp olefinic CH2, are highly likely on
both the (111)-(1X 1)-H and (100)-(1X 1)-H surfaces. We
give evidence that the as-polished, diamond surfaces con-
tain adsorbed hydrocarbon species, that are easily
desorbed by heating to 923 K in vacuum. It is found that
hydrogen bonded on the diamond (100)-(1X 1)-H surface
is easily desorbed, while that on the diamond (ill)-
(1 X 1)-H surface is more difficult to remove completely.
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